
Perseids PID-Kernel  
 
 Property identifier Content 

format 
Example 
Value 

Notes 

1 PID Handle <handle> We do not currently assign handles to 
our data but this assumes we have the 
infrastructure to do so. 

2 RDAKIProfileType Handle <handle>  
3 digitalObjectType Handle <handle> We do not currently have our data 

types registered in a DTR but this 
assumes we have the infrastructure to 
do so. 

4 digitalObjectLocation URL http://sosol.
perseids.org/
sosol/api/v1
/items/{local
id} 

API call to Perseids to retrieve the 
digital object 

5 etag Hex String <checksum> What are the requirements for ensuring 
that this is kept up to date? Versioning 
issues need to be thought through. 

6 lastModified ISO Date <datetime> What are the requirements for ensuring 
that this is kept up to date? Versioning 
issues need to be thought through. 

7 creationDate ISO Date <datetime>  
8 version String <commit 

hash> 
 

9 wasDerivedFrom Handle - May or may not be supplied. More 
likely to supply if it we have flexibility 
on the format (i.e. if it doesn’t have to 
be a handle)  

10 specializationOf Handle - Probably would not use right now 
11 revisionOf Handle - Depends upon if/how versioning is 

implemented and answer to the 
question of whether a new handle 
record has to be minted for every 
version of an object. 

12 primarySourceOf Handle http://hdl.ha
ndle.net/urn
:cts:greekLit:
tlg0012.tlg00
1.perseus-gr
c1:1.1 

If we implement the CTS Handle 
solution, then this could be a handle. If 
not, we need more flexibility on the 
content format. 

13 quotationOf Handle - Could envision using eventually if we 
had the infrastructure to support it. 

14 alternateOf Handle - Could envision using eventually if we 
had the infrastructure to support it. 

15 hadMember Handle - Think this should be done through the 
collections api 

16 externalW3CPROVDoc Handle - We are a long way from being able to 
do this, but we would like to. 

 



 


